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About This Game

This is beta version of VCB: Why City in which you will walk in shoes of usual guy named Vano that returns to his hometown
to conquer it again and help his old friends with their many problems. Haters make an attempt on Karina the streamer's life,

genius rapper MC Heck still doesn't have a girlfriend and the game called VCB, made by legendary Kirill and Mihan, is littered
with bad feedbacks on Steam. All these problems are yours now.

There will be a whole city at your service, with its surprising sights and precious transport. There will be a work with burrito
delivery-boy, helping with video for cool rap-singer MC Heck, intimacy with sweetie pie Karina and also not letting famous

game video-blogger Anton sue Kirill and Mihan for his burlesque image in game VCB!
It's a real game for next generation, made with the most advanced technology. It will surprise you by unusual characters, sudden

twists and turns and truly impressive game world! Conquer that city! Show it who the boss is!

Game budget is 1 trillion dollars (maybe, African), so you won't find a game as quality as that one!

Game features:

Advanced physics of weapon and cars

Unbelievable detailing (4K textures)

Exciting diverse gameplay
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Music by acknowledged stars of all time

Charismatic characters sounded by professionals

This version of the game is no longer supported and is not available for purchase. The current version of the game is here
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1051810/VCB_Why_City_4k/
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Title: VCB: Why City (Beta Version)
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Racing
Developer:
KishMish Games
Publisher:
KishMish Games
Release Date: 26 Nov, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® Vista

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo (or equivalent)

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce 9800 GT or similar AMD Radeon

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 800 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX® Compatible

English,Russian
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This game is fun but only if you have a headset, a friend (that you can to talk to on skype or something) and don't mind
restarting over and over again.. !!!WARNING!!!

This game is DEFINITELY not recommended. It downloads files from random file-share sites so you'll never be sure it's secure
(man-in-the-middle-sharing). ATM 3 of the links game gives, those site's don't work. This is a malware program, not a cool
alternate experience game.

This game should not be on Steam.. Honestly, I am solely disapointed...forced online play and a control scheme that aparently is
forced for the BS WASD control scheme...count me out and I am asking for a refund.. I liked the game other than nobody plays
it, so online in dead.
Would be so much fun with updates and more people online. Awesome! Very entertaining and really funny! :D. I can't think of
a more simplistic game, from the graphics to the limited options you have in it. Yet it's still super entertaining to play this and
watch your little civilization grow. The devs are working hard to fix every bug and performance issue and boy, do they deliver
good results with every patch! My positive review goes for this game because of the hard work they are puting into it, making
this more and more fun with every update.. rip Into The War

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Update
26 JUNI - BEDAGAME
Bad News

Looks like the New management has fallen through

Today I have received a message from the new head saying that the project was suspended and that he had been hacked.

after a small conversation we had, I told him I would fully take over the project and he seemed fine with this, then when I
requested the details to get steamworks ownership (as we are very close to a build and I need that to distribute) he had removed
me from the steamworks page and blocked me on skype.

I am trying to contact him still to figure out WTF happened but until then it looks like BeDaGame studio staff are going to be
back on full dev with our original Project Urban Battlefront (UB).

We apologize for this stirrup and will honor all owners of ITW’s purchases when UB is ready for launch
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Though, BeDaGame was the only one that asked for feedback. And we will get their game "Project Urban Battlefront (UB)" for
free!. Very refreshing game, full of colour, great music, story is simple but nice, the negative is too short for such good game. I
hate to say that .99 is value but its really what its worth.

Its got content, a strong base mechanic and absolutely no polish. If your bored and you are an Indie dev enthusiest or got this
game in a bundle as I did it wasnt a bad play but it was really easy and super simple. Easy mode really is easy. Id like to see
more content as well.

So yeah, if you have a buck or are curious why its your inv. try it out.. On to the positive...

Charming little adventure/RPG that reminded me of the good old Runescape days but with far less content and things to do. I do
reccomend this game however I would wait for a good special or a bundle somewhere, the price tag is a bit steep for the lack of
content and duration seeing as most of the "game" is coming from the conversations being had between the various characters
you meet throughout your journey.

On to the one negative...

I also have one major complaint about the game in which can easily be overlooked, but thankfully with a bit of exploring you
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can come across this rather irritating piece of content. I'll just quote it from ganmelajo[/b].

I have one big complaint about the game though, enough of one that I can't recommend it. The game makers want to
share their love of God with you. One of the hidden books you find in the middle of the game, if you are a diligent
searcher, has the entire Old Testament in it with the disclaimer that you aren't expected to read it if you don't want to
but the Devs need to share their belief. After that, the amount of times your character is told to pray because of danger
is infuriating. When I buy a game, especially a fantasy game, I am not paying for the Devs to evangelize at me.
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If you've played Drawful, you've played about half of Drawful 2. You've used one colour, now you have two. Beyond that, not
much has changed, though I think the audio for the narrator is better normalized.

Just remember, you cannot undo what you have done. There is no eraser.. Pathfinding is not great. You can't tell characters
where to go and what to do unless it is within their line of sight, so a lot of the game is micromanaging each colonist. More
seriously, the final structure you need to complete the game spawned on top of a construction site for another structure needed
to complete the game, making it impossible for me to complete the building project.

Despite these serious issues with the mechanics, the game is fun and I would recommend it if you can get it on sale.

. You can only aim from one angle while in cover terrible. Plus why is my sqaud using regular cover system while shooting.
Who made this mess?. I am a Philosophy PhD student and loved this game. I may actually offer it as extra credit in some
fashion for students as a visual representation of the "noumenon" tradition. (from Plato to Kant and onwards). This was
definitely worth paying for (especially on sale). Good job. Philosophy and education in action!. A beautifully crafted and
relaxing puzzler.. It's an easy-to-learn game of inverting colors and overlapping shapes; nothing graphically fancy, but it's decent
for what it is. It has its obviously simple moments and its head-scratching moments, yet I found myself enjoying it, as I do with
most of these less-than-a-dollar games.

One complaint I should address is the annoying sound effects. I suggest you turn those off to keep from losing concentration.
There is also a bug in which nothing happens after completing the final puzzle. You need to "esc" the game in order to leave.
Fortunately, it should still give you the final acheivement.

All-in-all, it's an okay game if your looking for something challeging, but not too ground-breaking.

. It is fantastic. The atmosphere is amazing, the puzzles are great, and the visuals are stunning. I don't understand how this game
is free, though I'm certainly not complaining. Very relaxing. I'm not great with riddles or puzzles though I very much enjoy
them, so it takes some effort on my part, but I have never felt insanely frustrated with a puzzle (even though I'm currently stuck
in the clock room, orz).. Oh God, I paid good money for this boring game. D:
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